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LATEST  
FEATURES

2



• CHRISTMAS
• JOURNEY
• NEW YORK

• ADVENTURE
• COMEDY

COMEDY
Availableailable

DECEMBER 
2023

EVERGREEN$
21 year-old Rémi leaves his small town in Quebec for 
the first time to go sell Christmas trees in New York City 
in order to pay off a debt that threatens his future. 
Dumped in the heart of the Bronx, he meets Laura, a 
deadpan French activist, who will be his colleague for 
the next month. Together they will meet the vibrant 
community around their street corner and learn to 
survive the absurd trials of Christmas tree sales.

A film by Stéphane Moukarzel 
With Étienne Galloy, Diane Rouxel 
Production: Ziad Touma, Couzin 
films Québec | 2023 | VOSTA |
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WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/879411124?share=copy



COMING  
SOON

13



DRAMA
Available

APRIL 2024

KANAVAL
Kanaval is the story of one young boy’s journey from a small 
port town on the coast of Haiti in 1975, during the town’s 
celebrations of carnival, before a traumatic event forces him 
and his mother to flee to Quebec.

A film by Henri Prado
With Ryan Dieudonné, Martin Dubreuil 
Production : YAKANAZO, Eric Idriss-Kanago 
Québec | 2023 | Vosta | 
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P RI AL IL
Available

 2024

WILD FEAST
 wounded moose escapes its hunters, later dying deep in the 

forest and becoming  a communal feast. s the seasons go 
by, mammals, birds and insects invite themselves to the 
ban uet  multiplying ensuing games, rituals and conflicts. 

6

A film by Robert Morin
Production : KINESIS, Stéphane Tanguay and Cédrix Boudreau
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |



DRAMA
Available

March 2024

T AWI  I E
Thawing Ice is the second film by director François 
Péloquin and screenwriter Sarah Lévesque, who have also 
collaborated with Couzin Films  on The Sound of Trees, selected in 
the official competition at the prestigious Karlovy Vary International 
Film Festival and awarded the Emerging Canadian Director at 
VIFF. 
In contrast to The Sound of Trees, a coming-of-age story about a 
teenager during a summer in Gaspésie, Thawing Ice portrays the 
blossoming of a woman during a winter in Lévis. In addition to the 
filmmaker's established audience and new fans, its marketing can 
rely on three essential elements: female sexual awakening, prison/
liberation films, and the psychological thriller genre.

7

A film by François Péloquin
Wtih Christine Beaulieu et Lothaire Bluteau
Production : COUZIN FILMS, Ziad Touma
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |

A film by François Péloquin
Wtih Christine Beaulieu et Lothaire Bluteau
Production : COUZIN FILMS, Ziad Touma
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |



DRAMA, SCI-FI
Available

April 2024

THE BEAST
In the near future where emotions have become a threat,
Gabrielle finally decides to purify her DNA in a machine
that will plunge her into her past lives and rid her of all
strong feelings. She then meets Louis and feels a
powerful connection, as if she had always known him.
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A film by Bertrand Bonello
With Léa Seydoux et George Mackay 
Production : SON OF MANUAL, Nancy Grant 
France - Québec | 2023 | Vosta |



DRAMA
Available

April 2024

WHO BY FIRE
Seventeen-year-old Jeff is invited by his friend Max’s family to 
stay at the wilderness lodge of film director Blake Cadieux.

9

A film by Philippe Lesage
With Noah Parker, Paul Ahmarani, Sophie Desmarais
Production : UNITÉ CENTRAL, Galilé Marion-Gauvin
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |

A film by Philippe Lesage
With Noah Parker, Paul Ahmarani, Sophie Desmarais 
Production : UNITÉ CENTRAL, Galilé Marion-Gauvin 
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |



DRAMA
Available

FALL 2024

UNE LANGUE 
UNIVERSELLE

Storyline to come
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A film by Matthew Rankins
Production : METAFILM, Sylvain Corbeil 
Québec | 2023 | Vosta |



WATCH TRAILER
TO COME

DOCUMENTARY
Available

JUNE 2024

11

DIARY OF 
A FATHER
To make up for the absence of his seven-year-old 
daughter who lives in Berlin, a Montreal filmmaker 
keeps a film diary that conjures up his relationship 
with his adoptive father and his biological father, 
whom he never knew. His film diary also becomes a 
reflection on filmmaking by revisiting the work of 
directors who have influenced him, such as Ingmar 
Bergman and Wim Wenders. DIARY OF A FATHER 
is a poetic response to help make the separation 
between a father and his daughter bearable.

A film by Claude Demers 
Production : Les films de l’autre 
Canada, Québec | 2023 | Vosta  



WATCH TRAILER
To come

DOCUMENTARY
Available

SEPTEMBER 
2024

Storyline to come

12

CES LIENS 
QUE NOUS NE 
VOYONS PAS

A film by Kim O’bomsawin 
Production : Terre Innue 
Canada, Québec | 2023 | VOsta  



WATCH TRAILER
To come

DOCUMENTARY
Available

JUNE 2024

Storyline to come

13

PITOTEYIHTAM

A film by Joséphine Bacon P
roduction : Terre Innue 
Canada, Québec | 2023 | Vosta 



WATCH TRAILER
To come

DOCUMENTARY
Available

SEPTEMBER
2024

Storyline to come

14

LA BATAILLE DE 
ST-LÉONARD

A film by  Félix Rose 
Production : PicBois 
Canada, Québec | 2023 | Vosta 



WATCH TRAILER
To come

DOCUMENTARY
Available

DÉCEMBER 
2024

Storyline to come

15

À TRAVERS TES 
YEUX

A film by Brigitte Poupard 
Production : Emma films Canada, 
Québec | 2023 | Vosta  



DIVERSITY  
FRIENDSHIP 
SOLIDARITY

APPRENTICESHIP 
ADVENTURE

WATCH TRAILER
To come

KIDS  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE

Available

COMING SOON

ELLI
When a homeless little ghost knocks on the 
door to the eccentric residents of a Ghost 
Train on the lookout for a place to belong, 
she accidentally attracts the attention 
from the “outsideworld” and must team up 
with the motley crew of monsters on a 
crazy quest to save not only the future of 
the Ghost Train but also her only chance 
to finally have a family of her own.

A film by Jesper Møller et Piet de Rycker  
Production : Carpe Diem
Canada/Québec | 2022 | VOF/VOA | 90  min

19



---
FAMILY

FILMS



DIFFERENCE  
FRIENDSHIP  
ADVENTURE

TRAVEL  
HEALING  
FANTASTIC

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/782667227

FAMILYAvailable

NOW

ADVENTURES IN THE  
LAND OF ASHA
On a cold winter's day in 1940, little Jules
moves in with his family to live with his uncle
Jovite, mayor of a village in northern Quebec.
Because of a rare disease he suffers from, he
is quickly banned from school. His dog Flagrant
becomes his only friend. But when Flagrant
runs off into the forest, Jules has no choice but
to venture out to find him. On the way, he
meets Asha, a mysterious little girl who assures
him that her mother could cure him completely
of his illness. The problem is that she doesn't
know where she is. Together, they decide to go
in search of her, but what is at the other end of
the forest is not what they imagined.

A film by Sophie Farkas Bolla
Production : Bêtes lumineuses and Terre Innue  Canada/Québec | 
2023 | French | English subtitles | 88 min |

3



ANIMATED  
FEATURES

20



DIVERSITY  
FRIENDSHIP  
SOLIDARITY

LEARNING  
ADVENTURE  
NATURE

A film by Sophie Roy  
Production : Carpe Diem
Canada/Québec- | 2021 | VOF/VOA | 90  min |

KIDS  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE

AVAILABLE

FALL 23

THE BUTTERFLY  
TALE
The heartwarming story of Patrick, a
brave and lovable butterfly who, even
though he is unable to fly because of a
smaller wing, wants to make this great
and hazardous journey no matter what.
The Legend of the Butterfly is a great
adventure, a quest for self-realization in
the face of adversity. Told with humor, its
message teaches us that our differences
and limitations are strengths capable of
making us go further if we stop seeing
them as obstacles and accept them.

15

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/793389648



DIVERSITY  
FRIENDSHIP  
SOLIDARITY

LEARNING  
ADVENTURE  
MIGRATION

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/797883650

KIDS ANIMATED  
FEATURE

AVAILABLE

SUMMER 23

DOUNIA AND THE 
PRINCESS  OF 
ALEPPO
Dounia is 6 years old, she leaves Aleppo
with a few nigella seeds in her hand and
with the help of the princess of Aleppo,
Dounia makes the journey to a new world...

A film by Marya Zarif and André Kadi  
Production : Productions Tobo Média
Canada/Québec-France | 2022 | VOF/VOA | 74 min |

6



ENVIRONMENT  
FRIENDSHIP  
SOLIDARITY

LEARNING  
ADVENTURE  
OCEAN

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/780865650

ANIMATED  
FEATURE

Available
NOW

KATAK THE BRAVE  
BELUGA
While his peers have all turned white, as
expected at their age, young beluga Katak is
still small and grey. To prove that he has
grown up and to grant the last wish of his
adored grandma, Katak departs on a
perilous journey to the Great North.

A film directed by Christine Dallaire-Dupont, Nicola  
Lemay
Production : Productions 10e Ave  
Canada/Québec | 2023 | VOF/VOA | 80 min |

« Katak, the brave beluga honors us in many ways, our  
landscapes, our river, our wildlife, our voices.»
- LE SOLEIL 8/10

4



ADVENTURE  
QUEST  
FRIENDSHIP

FANTASY  
QUEBEC  
FAMILY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/479077717

jANVIER 2021

« Visualizes the adventure quite handsomely »
- That Shelf

« The animation popped off the screen, the writing and  
visual gags were amusing, and the story was nesting in a  
promising adventure-fantasy element. »
- Wylie Writes

Available

NOW
KIDS  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE

FELIX AND THE  
TREASURE OF  
MORGÄA
Twelve-year-old Felix is convinced that his
father, who went missing at sea two years
ago, is still alive. So Felix sets off to find
him, accompanied by Tom, a retired sailor;
Squawk, a thieving one- legged parrot; and
Rover, a cat who acts like a dog. Their
journey leads them to Darkshadow Island,
where they find a secret underground city
ruled over by the tyrannical Morgäa,
keeper of an incredible treasure.

22

Directed by Nicola Lemay
Written by Marc Robitaille
Production : Nancy Florence Savard / Productions 10e  Ave
Québec | 2020 | French | English subtitles | Cancon : YES

https://vimeo.com/479077717


PHILOSOPHY  
IMMIGRATION  
CHILDREN'S TALE

IDENTITY  
NATURE  
ADVENTURE

Directed by Lorenzo Mattotti
Screenwriters: Thomas Bidegain, Jean-Luc Fromental,  
Lorenzo Mattotti, based on the novel by Dino Buzzati  
Producers: Christophe Jankovic, Valerie Schermann  
Produced by Prima Linea Productions
France/Italy | 2019 | French | English subtitles | 82 min

★★★★★ « Reflecting Buzzati's work: deliciously  
troubling, poetic, and above all, wonderful. »
– TÉLÉRAMA

FAMILY  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE

Available

NOW

THE BEARS' FAMOUS 
INVASION  OF SICILY

LONG MÉTRAGE

SELECTION  
OFFICIELLE

2019

25

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbOVGWpV_iw

To find his long lost son and food to survive
the winter, the great bear king leads his
clan down from the mountains and into the
world of men. After escaping terrible
monsters and defeating an evil duke, the
bears and men live together in peace – for
a time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbOVGWpV_iw


TALIBAN  
OBSCURANTISM  
HUMANITY

COURAGE  
RESISTANCE  
LOVE

ADULT  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE

Available

NOW

THE SWALLOWS OF  
KABUL
Summer 1998, Kabul in ruins is
occupied by the Taliban. In love despite
the daily violence and misery, Mohsen
and Zunaira want to believe in the
future. But a senseless act by Mohsen
will upset their lives forever.

A film by Zabou Breitman, Eléa Gobbé-Mévellec  
Produced by Haut and Court Distribution & Blue  
Spirit Studio
France  |  2019  |  French & English |  
French &  English subtitles|  81 min

« An aesthetically and narratively beautiful example of  
the affecting power of essential, humanist, and feminist  
ideas that auteur animation offers, and which can reach  
broader audiences of both adult and younger viewers. »
– CINEUROPA

2019

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/375014360

24



ADVENTURE  
NOSTALGIA  
FRANCE

HUMOR  
SCHOOL  
VACATIONS

Available
NOW

LITTLE
NICHOLAS
Once upon a time, there was a little boy
drawn in black ink. This little boy has
conquered the hearts of millions of
readers. From the schoolyard to the
beach, from Paris to the countryside,
join Little Nicholas with his family and
friends for new exciting adventures!

A film by Benjamin Massoubre and Amandine Fredon
Based on the book of René Gosciny and Jean-Jacques
Sempé
A coproduction : Onyx films, Foliascope, Bidibul  
productions, Kaibou productions
France, Luxembourg | 2022 | French | English Subtitles |  
86min

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/825522179

21

KIDS  
ANIMATED  
FEATURE



WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/519682107

TALE  
ECOLOGY  
GROWING UP

23

JOURNEY  
ADVENTURE  
FANTASY

KIDS  
ANIMATED  
FILM

Available

NOW

PACHAMAMA
When a sacred statue is taken from his
village, a spirited boy who dreams of
becoming a shaman goes on a brave mission
to get it back. Saving this stolen treasure will
take more than just courage. He’ll need
companions -- and the power of his culture

Directed by Juan Antin
Written by Christophe Poujol and Juan Antin  
Produced by Haut et Court Distribution and Blue Spirit Studio  
France-Luxemburg-Canada | 2019 | French |  English subtitles 
| 72 min | Cancon: YES

« A beautiful and thoughtful homage to indigenous  Andean 
cultures steeped in harmony with the Earth. »
– ANIMATION WORLD NETWORK



AVAILABLE
SUMMER 23

Based on short stories several by
acclaimed Japanese author Haruki
Murakami (Drive My Car). A lost cat, a
giant talkative frog and a tsunami help a
bank employee without ambition, his
frustrated wife and a schizophrenic
accountant to save Tokyo from an
earthquake and find a meaning to their
lives.

A film by Pierre Földes
Production : Micro_scope, Unité Central
Canada, Québec/France | 2022 | VOA | STA/STF | 105 min

ADULT ANIMATED  
FEATURE

JAPAN
POESY
LOVE

BLIND WILLOW,  
SLEEPING WOMAN

TSUNAMI  
DREAM  
QUEST

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/814749967

7



DOCUMENTARIES

26



SYRIA  
ISIS
RECONSTRUCTION

WITNESS  
WAR  
CAPTIVITY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/693983489

Available
NOW

ROJEK
ROJEK meets incarcerated members of
the Islamic State, and their wives detained
in prison camps, from all over the world
and sharing a common ideal: to establish
a caliphate. Confronted with the
fundamentalist beliefs of the jihadists, the
film attempts to trace the beginning, the
rise and the fall of the Islamic State (IS)
through their personal stories. These
conversations constitute the common
thread of the documentary through which
various sequences describing post-war
Syrian Kurdistan intertwine.

Prizes : DGC Special Jury Prize, Canadian Feature 
Documetary, Hot Docs 2022

Documentary by Zaynê Akyol  
Production : Metafilms
Canada, Québec | 2022 | VO | STA STF | 128 min

DOCUMENTARY 
FEATURE

5



DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

For a long time, the Ocean seemed unalterable and 
inexhaustible, but the impact of our actions on its 
biodiversity and its temperature is alarming. In The 
Ocean Seen from the Heart, sequel to The Earth 
Seen from the Heart, Hubert Reeves, surrounded 
by passionate scientists and explorers, invites us to 
rediscover what threatens the ocean, and above all 
to explore its capacity for phenomenal regeneration. 
A hymn to the Living, in what is richest, most 
precious and necessary to preserve if we want to 
survive, among other species, on our blue planet.

31

OCEAN SEEN 
FROM THE 
HEART

• PLANÈTE
• OCÉAN
• ÉDUCATION

• SCIENCES
• ÉCOLOGIE
• NATURE

A film by Iolande Cadrin Rossignol and Marie-Dominique 
Michaud With : Hubert Reeves
Production :  JANE LOSA FILMS Inc.
Québec-Canada | 2023 | VostA | 90 min

WACTH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/858014011

https://vimeo.com/858014011?share=copy


DOCUMENTARY
Available
NOW

A film by Perihan Incegöz, Jonathan Tremblay  
Production : Dominique Dussault  Québec/Canada| 
2022 | VOASTFR |88 min

SUKWAN’S  
ISLAND
In a remote village in Thailand, Sukwan,
an 8-year-old autodidact, is building with
her parents’ help a life-sized version of
‘Snowyaland’: an imaginary world she has
conceived in her own mind. Against all
odds, the modest family has been
pursuing this colossal endeavor over the
years while attempting to preserve
Sukwan’s luxuriant inner world as she is
soon approaching adolescence and its
many temptations.

THAILAND  
IMAGINARY  
EDUCATION

CREATIVITY
CHILDHOOD
RESILIENCE

16

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/837570950



Available
NOW

A film by Geneviève Dulude-Decelles  Production : 
COLONELLE FILMS
Québec-Canada | 2023 | VF-VOSTA | 95 min

WATCH TRAILER
TBA

DAYS
Marie-Philip is a PhD student and part-
time professor who loves cats and Harry
Potter. But one week before her 29th
birthday, she is diagnosed with breast
cancer. For a year, without false
modesty, we follow her through each step
as she confides in us with shocking
honesty. An ode to life, to courage and to
the resilience of all those who fight every
day against disease.

WOMEN  
CANCER  
EDUCATION

SCIENCES  
YOUTH  
RESILIENCE

DOCUMENTARY

18



EXTINCTION 
YOUTH

PLANET
JANE GOODALL 
NATURE

DOCUMENTARYAVAILABLE

NOW

ANIMAL
Bella and Vipulan are 16 years old, a
generation convinced that their future is
threatened. Climate change, the 6th mass
extinction of species... within 50 years their
world could become uninhabitable.
They may have warned, but nothing has really
changed. So they decided to go to the source of
the problem: our relationship with the living world.
Under the guidance of the primatologist Jane
Goodall, throughout an extraordinary journey, they
will understand that we are deeply linked to all
other species.
And that by saving them, we will also save
ourselves. The human being believed that he could
separate himself from nature, but he is nature. He
too is an Animal.

Directed by Cyril Dion
Written by Cyril Dion, Walter Bouvais
With : Jane Goodall, Bella Lack, Vipulan Puvaneswaran 
Production : Capa, Bright Bright Bright
France | 2020 | VO multilingue | STF

27

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/696262991

https://www.unifrance.org/annuaires/societe/56423/capa
https://www.unifrance.org/annuaires/societe/360416/bright-bright-bright


PHOTOGRAPHY 
ARTS
HISTORY

QUÉBEC  
RESILIENCE  
IMMIGRATION

DOCUMENTARY
AVAILABLE

NOW

GABOR

Directed and written by Joanie Lafrenière
With : Gabor Szilasi
Production : TAKfilms inc.
Québec | 2022 | 101 min | French | English subtitles | 
Cancon : OUI

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/688476728/6eb74da514

28

GABOR is a quirky, feel-good portrait
of Gabor Szilasi, the 93-year-old giant
of Canadian contemporary
photography. It is an uplifting
immigrant story and an inspiring lesson
on how to grow old with elegance and
dignity.

https://vimeo.com/688476728/6eb74da514


MOTHER-DAUGHTER  
YOUTH
INTIMACY

GÉNÉRATION  
FAMILY
LOVE

DOCUMENTARY
AVAILABLE

NOW

JANE BY
CHARLOTTE
Charlotte Gainsbourg looks at her mother
Jane Birkin in a way she never did,
overcoming a sense of reserve. Using a
camera lens, they expose themselves to
each other, begin to step back, leaving
space for a mother-daughter relationship.

Directed by Charlotte Gainsbourg  
Written by Charlotte Gainsbourg
With : Charlotte Gainsbourg et Jane Birkin  Production : 
Nolita Cinema et Deadly Valentine  France | 2022 | | 
French | English subtitles | 88 min

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/681570377

29



MASS EXTINCTION  
FARMERS  
FAMILY

PLANET  
FIGHT  
QUEBEC

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/691550216/e31f0dc228

DOCUMENTARYAVAILABLE

NOW

HUMUS
With the humility now required by the
degree of planetary destruction, a couple
of market gardeners are working to
implement the great principles of nature
in their gardens, in search of a new
alliance with the living. Old and new
knowledge guides them on this path,
knowledge that reaffirms the complexity
of an interdependent world, the result of
billions of years of coevolution.

Directed by Carole Poliquin  Written 
by Carole Poliquin  Production : Les 
productions Isca
Québec | 2022 | English subtitles | CANCON : YES | 94 min

30

https://vimeo.com/691550216/e31f0dc228


CHANGE AGENTS  
ROLE MODELS  
CLIMATE CHANGE

NATURE  
SOLUTIONS  
RESISTANCE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zMlsuNv_a0&feature

=youtu.be

DOCUMENTARY
AVAILABLE
NOW

BIGGER THAN US
Aged 18 to 25, they have changed laws, built
schools, mobilized women, men and children
by the thousands. On every corner of the
planet, the youth dare to dream, experiment
and live big. When everyone, every institution
around them have failed.
Growing inequality, food, climate and
migration crises, corruption… We know the
data, the facts, the evidence. Most solutions
already exist. Everything is on the table,
except our will to change.
This might be the most important story ever.
One of a deep change, universal and
accessible to all, if we pay attention.

A film by Flore Vasseur
With Melati Wijsen, Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, Memory Banda,  
Mohamad Al Jounde, Rene Silva, Mary Finn, Chandni Di and  Dev 
Pratap Singh
Produced by Elzévir Films and Marion Cotillard
France | 2020 | Multiple languages | English subtitles |95 min

31

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8zMlsuNv_a0&feature=youtu.be


DENUNCIATION  
LEGITIMATE  
USE OF FORCE

FREEDOM  
SOCIETY  
POLICE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChkRiQeQK8k

AVAILABLE  
NOW

THE MONOPOLY  
OF VIOLENCE
As anger and resentment grow in the
face of social inequalities, many citizens-
led protests are being repressed with an
ever-increasing violence. In Monopoly of
violence, David Dufresne gathers a panel
of citizens to question, exchange and
confront their views on the social order
and the legitimacy of the use of force by
the State.

A film directed by David Dufresne
Produced by Le Bureau and Jour2Fête
France | 2020 | French| English subtitles| 86 min.

DOCUMENTARY

32

A stimulating, sometimes shocking, and 
altogether powerful documentary about police 
violence in contemporary France” - NY FILM 
FESTIVAL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChkRiQeQK8k


ACTIVISM  
SPIRITUALITY  
WELL-BEING

JOURNEY  
FUTURE  
NATURE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx9MiTrllIY

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

A QUEST FOR  
MEANING

“A breath of fresh air and optimism that recharges the  spirit 
and soothes the soul.” 
—Ecoloinfo
“There is no guilt, no preaching, no alarmism. It's a  work 
of maturity.”
—Mediapart

MEILLEUR FILM

MEILLEUR FILM

MEILLEUR  
DOCUMENTAIRE

GRAND PRIX

33

Directed by Nathanael Coste & Marc De La Ménardière  With 
Vandana Shiva, Bruce Lipton, Thrinh Xuan,  Satish Kumar
France | 2015 | French | English subtitles | 113 min

Through the words of activists, biologists,
philosophers, or guardians of ancestral
traditions, Marc de la Ménardière and
Nathanael Coste invite us along on their
questioning of the world, and present us
with alternatives that are already building
the world of tomorrow. An inspiring, life-
changing journey that renews our
confidence in our capacity to bring about
change, within ourselves and within
society.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kx9MiTrllIY


OUT-OF-SCHOOL  
CHILDREN  
EDUCATION

PARENTHOOD  
TESTIMONY  
CONTROVERSIAL

BEING AND  
BECOMING
The film explores the theme of trusting children and
their development, and invites us to question our
learning paradigms and options. The filmmaker
takes us on a journey of discovery through the US,
France, the UK and Germany (where it’s illegal not
to go to school). We meet parents who have made
the choice of not schooling their children, neither at
school nor at home, but of letting them learn freely
what they are truly passionate about. It is a quest for
truth about the innate desire to learn. It belongs to a
wider theme than education, connected to a change
in our belief system and to our society’s evolution, as
well as to the importance of reclaiming one’s life and
self-confidence.

A film by Clara Bellar
Produced by  Pourquoi Pas Productions
France | 2014 | French, English and Spanish | English subtitles | 
99  min

★★½ « The great strength of Being and Becoming is  to 
challenge our preconceived ideas about education  and 
the notion of success. And to open a reflection and  
discussions. »
– LA PRESSE

Available

NOW DOCUMENTARY

34WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/44096324

https://vimeo.com/44096324


INNU CULTURE  
POETRY  
PRESERVATION

REMEMBRANCE  
LOSS OF CULTURE  
LAND LEGACIES

Available

NOW

CALL ME HUMAN

DOCUMENTARY

35

FCVQ : Grand Jury Prize - Feature Film
VIFF : Best Canadian Documentary Award
CIFF : Best Canadian Documentary Award.
Cinefest Sudbury Festival - Audience Choice Best 
Documentary
CINÉMANIA : Mel Hoppenheim Audience Award

Directed by Kim O'Bomsawin
Starring Joséphine Bacon
Produced by Terre Innue Productions
Canada | 2020 | French & innu | English subtitles | 78 
min | Cancon : YES

“Sauvage,” says Joséphine Bacon, “means to be
wholly free.” When elders leave us, a link to the
past vanishes along with them. Innu writer
Joséphine Bacon exemplifies a generation that is
bearing witness to a time that will soon have passed
away. With charm and diplomacy, she leads a
charge against the loss of a language, a culture,
and its traditions. On the trail of Papakassik, the
master of the caribou, Call Me Human proposes a
foray into a people's multimillennial history, in
company with a woman of great spirit who has
devoted her life to passing on her knowledge and
that of her ancestors. In her language, Innu means
“human.”

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/469888727



HAUTE COUTURE  
HERITAGE  
BACKSTAGE

FASHION  
FRANCE  
ICON

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/350403441

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

CELEBRATION
A documentary on Yves Saint-Laurent  
and the legendary fashion designer’s  
final show.

“ A searching, sensitive and revealing portrait. Saint  
Laurent was essential to 20th-century culture, and  
“Celebration” shows the inevitable fading of glory as well  
as the enduring features of his life’s work.”
– NY TIMES

★★★ ”Shocking portrait of a fashion legend”
– THE GUARDIAN
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A film by Olivier Meyrou
Starring Yves St-Laurent and Pierre Berger
Produced by Bénédicte Couvreur and Christophe Girard 
France | 2019 | French | English subtitles | 73 min

https://vimeo.com/350403441


FIRST NATIONS  
LOVE OF MUSIC  
RECONCILIATION

REMEMBRANCE  
INTERCULTURALITY  
CREATION

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcvE_16Of10

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

CHAAKAPESH
In fall 2018, the Orchestre Symphonique de Montréal
created the chamber opera Chaakapesh, a
lighthearted story of the hero who founded the Innu
people sung in three languages (Innu, Cree and
Inuktitut) by Florent Vollant, Ernest Webb and
Akinisie Sivuarapik. The orchestra then went on the
road to perform the unique work in Quebec’s Far
North, stopping in Kuujjuaq, Salluit, Kuujjuarapik,

Oujé-Bougoumou, Mashteuiatsh and
Maliotenam. Far more than just a concert film,
Chaakapesh puts the audience front row centre as
artists and communities come together in a
remarkable cultural space. Poignant testimonials,
important discussions and Maestro Nagano as we’ve
never seen him before.
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In partnership with  
Fragments  
Distribution

Directed by Roger Frappier and Justin Kingsley
Produced by MAXFILMS
Starring Kent Nagan and the Orchestre symphonique de 
Montréal Québec | 2019 | French, English, Inuktitut, Cree 
and Innu | English subtitles | 126 min | Cancon : YES

“It is a documentary rooted in reflection, reality 
and a love of music. It has a rare curious sense 
of introspection that will be sure to excite 
conversation” - CULT MTL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcvE_16Of10


ARCHITECTURE  
FEMINISM  
LANDSCAPE

URBANISM
HERITAGE
PIONEERS

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/324193176

DOCUMENTARY

CITY DREAMERS
City Dreamers is a film about our
changing urban environment and four
trailblazing women architects who have
been working, observing and thinking
about the transformations shaping the
cities of today and tomorrow for over 70
years. The film is inspired by what has
united these four women throughout
their careers: the “dream” of a
fundamentally human and inclusive city.

Directed by Joseph Hillel  
Produced by Couzin Films
Starring Phyllis Lambert, Denise Scott Brown, Cornelia Hahn
Oberlander and Blanche Lemco Van Ginkel
Quebec | 2019 | English & French | English and French subtitles 
|  81 min | CANCON: YES |

Available

NOW
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Hillel’s chronicle of the past is certainly inspiring, 
and so is seeing these four giants of architecture 
still designing, writing, curating, challenging the 
status quo – and still dreaming of the future.”
– AZURE

https://vimeo.com/324193176


SCIENCE  
HUBERT REEVES

BIODIVERSITY  
CLIMATE CHANGE  
REFLEXION

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQEBf2unwJA

DOCUMENTARYAvailable

NOW

EARTH SEEN FROM  
THE HEART
Scientists, writers and artists join Hubert
Reeves and Frédéric Lenoir to sound a
warning: biodiversity is under threat. While
some humans are responsible for this
crisis, others, in growing numbers, are
tackling it head on and forging solutions.
In this film dedicated to future generations,
they remind us that life in all its forms is a
fascinating and touching mystery ... and
that it is up to us to preserve it!

A film by Iolande Cadrin-Rossignol
Starring Hubert Reeves, Karel Mayrand, Mario Cyr and Michel  
Labrecque
Quebec | 2019 | French | English subtitles | 90 min | 
Cancon :  YES

★ ★ ★ ½ "It's incredibly beautiful! We listen to these  
individuals talk about what they've done to better celebrate  
the blue planet and we're eager, in turn, to take action".
– LA PRESSE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQEBf2unwJA


WOMEN’S RIGHTS  
RELIGION  LIBERTIES

FEMINISM  
SECULARISM  
DENUNCIATION

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/287503464

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

ENTANGLED  
POWERS
For the last two decades, in many parts of
the world, religious and political powers
grew closer, much too close in the eyes of
many. A direct consequence of this is that,
in those places, women's rights are highly
affected and weakened. In many Arabic
countries, women have lost their liberties,
harshly acquired in the middle of the 20th
century. Meanwhile in Western countries,
under a certain appearance of liberty,
women's rights are more and more under
the influence of very strong traditional
currents.
Directed by Yvonne Dufour
Written by Yvonne Dufour and Michele Grondin Produced  
by Productions MI-LOU
Starring Vincent Graton
Canada | 2018 | French | English subtitles | 96 
min |  Cancon: YES

"A necessary film! The speakers are relevant! It's really  
worth seeing! »
– RADIO-CANADA
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https://vimeo.com/287503464


CYCLING RACE  
TOUR DE FRANCE  
SOCIETY

ANNUAL PILGRIM  
SPORT
HUMOR

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/267257379

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

HOLY TOUR

A documentary by Valery Rosier and Meryl Fortunat-Rossi  
Produced by Wrong Men & Supermouche Productions  
France/Belgium| 2019 | French | English subtitles | 97 min 

“ This lighthearted documentary offers a quirky, sweet,  often 
funny, and very idiosyncratic look at their devotion to  what is 
unquestionably the world’s most prestigious and  challenging 
bicycle race.”

– COLCOA FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL

2020
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Every year, thousands of Tour de France
fans gather along strategic points of the
race route in hopes of catching a glimpse
of the competition. Some will go down in
posterity, caught in glimpses of the
congested crowd by cameras chasing the
action; others will manage to seize
snapshots of the cyclists in a long-awaited
moment that’s over far too soon.

https://vimeo.com/267257379


AFRICA  
CONFLICT  
MIDDLE-EAST

MEDIATION  
PEACEMAKING  
INTERNATIONAL

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/150351138

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

IN PURSUIT OF  
PEACE
In Pursuit of Peace makes the case for
unarmed civilian peacemaking and
mediation as a response to violent
international conflicts. We follow four
Canadian peacemakers as they take us
inside the drama of their work in some
of the world’s hottest conflict zones:
land disputes in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, the civil war in
South Sudan, IDP camps with displaced
minorities in Kurdistan and in Northern
Iraq.
A film by Garry Beitel
Produced by Barry Lazar, reFrame Films 
Canada | 2015 | French and English | 87 min | Cancon: YES

“ A fascinating and powerful exposé… heart  
wrenching”
– MONTREAL GAZETTE
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https://vimeo.com/150351138


IMMIGRATION  
EXILE  
FRENCHIFICATION

SOLIDARITY  
INCLUSION  
DIVERSITY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/359900109

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

LANGUAGE IS A  
LOVE STORY
Miss Loiseau’s class is unlike any other.
Her adult students are recent
immigrants: some of them refugees,
most learning to read and write for the
first time, all eager to study, find work,
and raise their families in peace. Their
stories of pain and hope converge in
one big-hearted lesson.

Directed and produced by Andrés Livov  
Starring Fulvie Loiseau and her students  
Produced by Les Films de l’Autre
Quebec | 2018 | French | English subtitles | 89 min |  Cancon: 
YES

★★★ « A feature-length documentary film of great
nobility. The director Andrés Livov shot it with great
humanity. »
– LA PRESSE

GRAND GAGNANT
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https://vimeo.com/359900109


WOMEN’S RIGHTS
LEGAL ABORTION
DEBATE

MILITANTISM  
MOBILIZATION  
FREEDOM

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eBHoAA7Y_w

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

LET IT BE LAW
In Argentina, one woman dies every week as
the result of illegal abortions. In 2018, for the
seventh time, a motion supporting legal,
secure and free abortion was presented to the
National Congress. The project provoked a
fierce debate, revealing a society divided more
than ever between the pro-life and freedom to
choose positions. Through an assemblage of
passionate testimonies, LET IT BE LAW
documents the determination of women
fighting bravely to secure the right to physical
self-determination, and bears witness to their
massive mobilization in the streets of Buenos
Aires.
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« This powerful documentary about Argentina’s 
abortion debate has global relevance »
– SCREEN DAILY

A film by Juan Solanas
Original title: « Que Sea Ley »
Produced by Les Films du Sud, Cinesur, Gameland Argentina-
France | 2020 | Spanish | English subtitles | 86 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eBHoAA7Y_w


• RELIGION
• TABOO
• COURAGE

• FORGIVENESS
• COMMUNITY
• TESTIMONY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/332445205

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

M
“M” as Menahem, child prodigy with the
golden voice, abused by members of his
community who adulated him. Fifteen years
later he returned to the scene of the crime:
Bnei Brak, the world capital of ultra-Orthodox
Jews, the “city of men in black”. It is also the
return to a world he loved so much, a path
where speech is free - A reconciliation.

Directed by Yolande Zauberman
Starring Menahem Lang  
Produced by CG Cinema and Phobics 
France/Israel  |  2018  | in Yiddish, English, Hebrewish | 
English subtitles | 106 min  

« A strong documentary of abuse and survival in a 
closed community in Israel »
– SCREEN DAILY

« Without ever falling into sensationalism, Yolande 
Zauberman gives us a film without concessions, 
candid and at the same time extremely cruel. A 
real redemptive punch in the stomach.»
– CINEUROPA

BAYARD D’OR

MEILLEURE  
DIRECTION
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https://vimeo.com/332445205


• OLD AGE
• SOCIETY
• HEALTH

• PHILOSOPHY
• DEATH
• SPIRITUALITY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/320566181

DOCUMENTARY

When old age inflicts physical and sometimes
mental decay, is there a way to remain
hopeful towards life and its mysteries?

The documentary ‘Old Age and Hope’ tackles
this question by challenging not only
specialists such as geriatricians,
gerontologists, psychologists, and
philosophers but first and foremost the elderly
themselves.

Written and directed by Fernand Dansereau
Starring Denys Arcand, Jean Beaudin, Marcel Sabourin, Nicole 
O`Bamsawin
Produced by Ivan Lamontagne – DATSIT
Quebec  |  2019  |  French |  English subtitles  | 75 min  | 
Cancon: YES

★★★½ « Between fatalism, wisdom, love and 
rage to live, the film leaves us on a note 
heartbreaking sincerity, with a good dose of 
serenity. »
– LA PRESSE 

Available

NOW

PRIX HOMMAGE  
PERCÉIDES

44

OLD AGE & 
HOPE

https://vimeo.com/320566181


• SUSTAINABILITY
• OPTIMISM
• HOPE

• ECOLOGY
• ALTERNATIVE
• SOLUTIONS

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/tomorrow/201669535

DOCUMENTARY
Available

NOW

An inspiring documentary that presents concrete
solutions implemented throughout the world by
hundred of communities.From the US to the UK
and through Finland and India, together they
traveled to 10 countries to visit permaculture
farms, urban agriculture projects and
community-owned renewable initiatives to
highlight people making a difference in the fields
of food, energy, finance, democracy, and
education.Their common ideas and examples
make Tomorrow one of the most essential and
unexpectedly inspirational viewing experiences of
our time.

A film by Cyril Dion and Mélanie Laurent
Produced by Mars Film, Move Movie, France 2 production and 
Mely Production 
France | 2015 | French | English subtitles | 118 min

“Without question, this is absolutely the best and 
most creative film on the future of humanity and the 
environment”.
– Paul Hawken

“Mélanie Laurent and Cyril Dion's engaging, César-
winning eco-socio-econo doc is an optimistic guide 
for avoiding the end of humanity.”
- LOS ANGELES TIME

2016
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TOMORROW

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/tomorrow/201669535


• PORTRAITS
• FEMINISM
• POLITICS

• MATERNITY
• EDUCATION
• WOMEN’S RIGHTS

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/393509841

DOCUMENTARY
Available 

NOW

WOMAN
While filming Human, Anastasia Mikovia and
Yann Arthus-Bertrand recorded footage of
women around the world. That is where Woman
began – an ambitious film with more than 2500
portraits of women from 50 countries. On a very
sparse set, they candidly discuss work, social
issues, body image, sexuality, motherhood,
desire and, sadly, violence. In the post-#metoo
era, this feature documentary is an essential
panorama that reveals how women see the world
today. With an admiring but unsensational eye
on its subjects, Woman is an affectionate, honest
take on women.

A film by Anastasia Mikova and Yann Arthus-Bertrand
With Norma Bastidas, Gabriela Melgoza, Virginie Raisson  
Produced by Tanguy Apel-Muller, Fabienne Calimas  
France | 2019 | Multilingual | English subtitles | 104 min

HORS-COMPÉTITION

FILM DE CLÔTURE  
PANORAMA
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"A magnificent, touching documentary that is 
both funny and sad." 
- CINEUROPA

"... ambitious, wide-scale documentary." 
- SCREENDAILY

https://vimeo.com/393509841


CINEMATIC
EXPERIENCE



PHI 1.618
Phi 1.618 tells the story of a new nation
of eternal, biologically perfect humans,
the Bio-Titans, who are preparing to
leave Earth forever on a mission aboard
the starship Whirligig. In this utopian
reality, the protagonists Gargara and
Krypton will try to fight against the
announced outcome and to reverse
history. They will live various adventures
in a constant race against time and in the
eternal battle between love and evil,
humanity and unscrupulousness.

A film by Theodore Ushev
With Martina Apostolova, Deyan Donkon, Irmena  
Chichikova
Production: Peripeteya and Moviemento
Bulgaria | 2022 | Bulgarian | English Subtitles | 91 min

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/820632801

MISSION  
RESCUE  
HUMANITY

8

ESCAPE  
UTOPIA  
ACTION

AVAILABLE
SUMMER 23 SCI-FI



FICTIONS



DRAMAS



Available

NOW

DAYS OF
HAPPINESS
Emma is a young conductor and rising star on
the Montreal scene. Days of Happiness
chronicles her complex relationship with her
father and agent Patrick, who has maintained
a devious hold on her since childhood. The
possibility of an important position with a
prestigious orchestra only raises the stakes
for Emma. She will have to give way to her
true emotions and make choices, both for her
music and for herself, if she is to navigate her
career and her romantic relationship with
Naëlle, a newly separated cellist and mother
of a young boy.

A film by Chloé Robichaud
With Sophie Desmarais, Nour Belkhiria, Sylvain Marcel 
Production : ITEM 7 Inc.
Canada-Québec | 2023 | French | English subtitles | 100 min

17

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/847964912

EMANCIPATION 
FAMILY  
SECRET

MUSIC  
HERITAGE 
TRAUMA

DRAMA



TRANSMISSION 
REINSERTION

HANDICRAFT 
INSPIRING

AVAILABLE

NOW DRAMA

A film by Bernard Émond
With Hélène Florent, Martin Dubreuil  Production : 
ACPAV, Bernadette Payeur
Québec | 2023 | French | English subtitles |103min

A RESPECTABLE  
WOMAN
Trois-Rivières, 1930s. A woman
separated from her husband for eleven
years agrees to take him back into her
home when her partner dies, but on the
condition that she does not resume
married life. Her husband brings with
him the three little girls from his second
marriage. Mrs. Lemay will become
attached to the three children, but life
together with her husband will be more
and more difficult. Mrs. Lemay is still
attracted to this seductive but unstable
man who will eventually abandon her
again, leaving her three daughters.

14

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/809800725



FAMILY  
MANIPULATION  
FATHER - DAUGHTER

SECRET  
JALOUSY  
SUSPENS

Availabie

NOW

ORIGIN OF EVIL
A worker in a canning factory, Stéphane
reconnects with Serge, the father she
never knew. She discovers an extremely
wealthy man, reclusive in his immense
residence and surrounded by the women
in his life who will try to destabilize her.
To impress them, Stéphane invents
another life. Jealousies and resentments
begin to fracture the family. The evil
spreads...

A film by Sébastien Marnier
With Suzanne Clément, Laure Calamy, Doria Tillier,  
Dominique Blanc, Jacques Weber
Production : WildBunch, Mirco_Scope
France, Canada| 2022 | French | English subtitles | 123 
min

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDCecjx2gsM

DRAMA

1
0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDCecjx2gsM


Available

NOW

NORTH OF 
ALBANY
Annie leaves Montreal with her two children in a
hurry, heading for the United States. There is an
obvious tension between the mother and her young
teenager, which leads us to believe that a mysterious
event is behind their hasty departure. After their car
breaks down near a tiny village in the Adirondacks,
the family is stranded there awaiting repairs that
cannot be made until after the long American
Thanksgiving vacation. To Annie's dismay, Paul, a
single father and the only garage owner in town, has
no intention of working during this "sacred" time. But
Annie's stubbornness in wanting to leave at all costs
will end up setting up a duality between her and Paul,
as corrosive as it is unexpected. Will this duality bring
down the masks and eventually reveal the true
intentions of these two souls on the run?

A film by Marianne Farley
Written by Claude Brie and Marianne Farley
With Céline Bonnier, Zeneb Blanchet, Eliott Plamondon, Rick  
Roberts, Naomi Cormier, Sean Tucker, Kelly Depeault and  
Frédéric Pierre
Production : Skykids & Skylid
Québec| 2022 | French | English subtitles | 90 min

10WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/798489883/523d4b95c9

SECRET  
FAMILY  RUN 
AWAY

BULLYING  ROAD 
TRIP 
SOLIDARITY

DRAMA



DRAMA  Available

NOW

An executive manager, his wife and his family, at
the point when his professional choices are about
to overturn all their lives.
Philippe Lemesle and his wife are separating, their
love irretrievably damaged by pressures of work. A
successful executive in industrial conglomerate,
Philippe no longer knows how to respond to the
contradictory demands of his bosses. Yesterday
they wanted a manager, today an enforcer. Now
he must decide what his life really means.

A film by Stephane Brizé
With Vincent Lindon, Sandrine Kiberlain, 
Anthony Bajon
Produced by Nord-Ouest films
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WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/749963353

• DIVORCE
• FAMILY
• TOUCHING

• ECONOMY
• PRESSURE
• EMOTIONS

ANOTHER WORLD



• HANDOVER
• REINTEGRATION

• HANDCRAFT
• INSPIRING

COMEDY
Disponibilité
NOW

THE 
COMPANIONS

A film by François Favrat
With Najaa Bensaid, Agnès Jaoui, Pio Marmai
A coproduction : Soyouz Films, France 2 Cinéma and 
Wild Bunch 
France | 2022 | Vosta

67

At 19, passionate about street art, Naëlle is forced to 
follow a reintegration project with other young people, 
her last chance to avoid being separated from her 
loved ones. Touched by the young girl, Hélène, the 
site manager and her instructor, introduces her one 
day to the Maison des Compagnons de Nantes, a 
world of traditions that promotes craftsmanship 
excellence and transmission between generations. 
Alongside Paul, a companion stained glass artist who 
agrees to take her for training in his studio, Naëlle 
discovers a universe with codes very different from 
hers that could give new meaning despite her 
difficulties in life. Naëlle will carve a place for herself in 
the fascinating world of stained glass and will realize 
that the Companions' values are not just empty words.



• HOMOSEXUALITY
• SELF GROW
• TENACITY

• ARMY
• FRIENDSHIP
• TRAINING

DRAMA
AVAILABILITY

NOW

In Elegance Bratton’s deeply moving film inspired by

his own story, a young, gay Black man, rejected by

his mother and with few options for his future,

decides to join the Marines, doing whatever it takes to

succeed in a system that would cast him aside. But

even as he battles deep-seated prejudice and the

grueling routines of basic training, he finds

unexpected camaraderie, strength, and support in

this new community, giving him a hard-earned sense

of belonging that will shape his identity and forever

change his life.

A film by Elegrance Bratton
With Jeremy Pope, Raul Castillo, McCaul Lombardi
Production : Chester Algernal Gordon, Effie Brown
USA | 2022 | VA | 95 min
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WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSeprzQM6gk

THE INSPECTION



DRAMA  Available

NOW

In Belgium today, a young boy and an
adolescent girl who have travelled alone
from Africa pit their invincible friendship
against the cruel conditions of their
exile.

A film by Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne
With Pablo Schils, Joely Mbundu, Alban Ukaj
Production : Wildbunch
France | 2022 | | VF, VSTA | 98 min
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WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/757205860

• IMMIGRATION
• FAMILY
• SIBLINGS 

• EXIL
• POWER ABUSE
• SOLIDARITY

TORI AND LOKITA



• CONFESSIONS
• KILLER

• SUSPENSE
• DARK

DRAMA
AVAILABLE

NOW

BRUNO REIDAL

In the forest surrounding his native village, the
young seminarian Bruno Reidal murders a boy
before immediately turning himself in to the
authorities. In prison, interrogated for weeks, he
is confronted by a panel of three doctors who
try to understand his murderous impulse.

They order Bruno to retrace his past by writing
his life story, while trying to identify the events
or anomaly that could have led to such an
atrocity.

A film by Vincent Le Port
With Dimitri Dore, Jean-Luc Vincent
Production : Indie Sales
France | VF | 2021

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/738587090
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• FINANCIAL SCANDAL
• TRUE STORY
• QUÉBEC

• FRAUD
• HISTORICAL
• SUSPENSE

DRAMA
AVAILABLE

NOW

NORBOURG
Montreal, early 2000s. The exhilarating rise and then the 
brutal fall of the asset management firm Norbourg and its 
young CEO Vincent Lacroix, who, thanks to fraudulent 
schemes, will embezzle hundreds of millions of dollars.

A film by Maxime Giroux, écrit par Simon Lavoie.
With Vincent-Guillaume Otis, François Arnaud, 
Christine Beaulieu
Production : Films du Boulevard
Québec | 2022 | VOSTA | Cancon : YES
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WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/656741068



• CUBA
• IMMIGRATION
• LOVE STORY

• DANCE
• POWER
• DESTINY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/465149239

DRAMA
Available 
NOW

SIN LA HABANA

Leonardo, a ballet dancer, and Sara, an
ambitious lawyer, are young black Cubans
desperate to leave their country. They realize
that their ticket off the island is for Leonardo
to seduce one of the foreign students at the
salsa school where he teaches. Dreams
collide when they meet a lonely Iranian-
Canadian woman who is seeking adventure
and passion in paradise.

A movie by Kaveh Nabatian
Starring Evelyn O’Farrill and Yonah Acosta
Produced by Voyelles Films Productions inc.
Québec| 2020 | English and Spanish | Cancon : YES
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FNC
Winner - National Competition Feature Film

Mosaic International South Asian Film 
Festival
Winner Best First Feature
Winner Best Screenplay
Winner Best Cinematography
Winner Best Editing
Winner Best Sound Design
Winner Best Production Design

https://vimeo.com/465149239


• FRIENDSHIP
• DEATH
• CANCER

• RETURN
• QUEST
• FAMILY

DRAMA
Available 

NOW

OLD BUDDIES
Old friends, realized by Claude Gagnon, with
and star Patrick Labbé in the role of Pierrot. The
latter returns to his hometown of Saint-
Hyacinthe after having lived a good part of his
life abroad. Far from being a trivial visit, Pierrot
comes instead to announce his imminent death
to his relatives. To complete the loop, he will
ask for the support of his childhood friend
Jacques, camped by Paul Doucet. Together,
they will find peace in this overwhelmingly
beautiful film.

A movie by Claude Gagnon
Starring Patrick Labbé, Paul Doucet and Hassan El Fad
Produced by Claude Gagnon, Bahija Essoussi-Gagnon, 
Samuel Gagnon and Yuri Yoshimura -Gagnon
Québec| 2020 | French | English subtitles | 109 min |
Cancon : YES
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WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/451907744

“Claude Gagnon delivers, with few resources and 
obvious commitment, a fragile tenth feature film on a 
difficult and poignant subject.” - ARCHYDE

https://vimeo.com/451907744


• ABORTION
• RACE AGAINST THE 

CLOCK

• CHOICE
• POLITICAL
• FEMINISM

DRAMA
available

NOW

THE
HAPPENING
Adapted from Annie Ernaux’s autobiographical novel, 
HAPPENING recounts the journey of a young woman’s 
physical and emotional battle to access illegal abortion in 
a desperate race against the clock. A powerful and 
gripping drama set in a society that condemned female 
desire and sexual liberty.

A film by Audrey Diwani, 
Written by Marcia Romano, Based on the novel of 
Annie Ernaux.
With Anamaria Vartolomei, Kacey Mottet Klein
Production : Wildbunch
France | 2022 | VOSTA | 
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WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/656715055



• ECONOMIC CRISIS
• MANIPULATION
• POLITICAL THEATRE

• EUROPE
• TRAGEDY
• GREECE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ewyCT4CgFs

POLITICAL
THRILLER  

Available 

NOW

ADULTS IN 
THE ROOM
For his 19th feature film, the Franco-Greek
director continues his critical work, filming in his
native land for the very first time. In this
modern Greek tragedy, Costa Gavras paints a
feverish, unrelenting portrait of the economic
and diplomatic crisis that gripped Greece in
2015. By adapting the controversial memoirs of
former Greek finance minister Yanis Varoufakis,
who spent six months developing a negotiation
and financial rescue plan for the country, the
86-year-old director exposes the scheming and
manipulation that went on behind the scenes of
an unprecedented and painful episode of
political theatre.

A movie by Costa-Gravas
Featuring Alexandros Bourdoumis, Ulrich Tukur, Daan 
Schuurmans  
Produced by KG Productions, View Master Films, Odeon  
Greece-France | 2020 | French and Greek | English 
subtitles | 124 min

“Adults in the Room navigates those treacherous 
political waters with great skill, condensing a 
labyrinthine political and economic situation into a 
thrilling soap opera."
- SIGHT & SOUND
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ewyCT4CgFs


• MENTAL HEALTH
• MEMORY
• FANTASY

• PORTRAIT
• SEARCH
• IDENTITY

WATCH THE TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/362583077

DOCUDRAMA
Available

NOW

ALEXANDRE 
THE FOOL
Ten years after a psychotic event on the South 
China Sea flipped his life upside down, Alex, a 
sensitive, refined and schizophrenic man is at a 
crossroads. His grand-mother and confidant, who 
would like to die the soul in peace, insists that he 
tries to find a girlfriend. His encounter with a 
young psychotic woman gives birth to an 
ardently passionate relationship, making him 
slowly drift away from his usual emotional 
boundaries. While the troubled waters of the 
South China Sea well up in his mind, he 
gradually isolates himself, at risk of being 
swallowed by paranoia’s unfathomable abyss. An 
intimate odyssey, troubling and sublime.

A film by Pedro Pires
Produced by Sylvia De Angelis 
Starring Alexandre Demard
Quebec  |  2019  |  French | English subtitles  |  97 min  |  
Cancon: YES

★★★★ « Alexandre the Fool is a lot, much more 
than just a beautiful cinematographic object. It’s 
first and foremost  a whole poignant human 
odyssey. » 
– LE DEVOIR
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https://vimeo.com/362583077


• PHILOSOPHY
• LOVE
• REFLEXION

• DESIRE
• HUMANISM
• SPINOZA

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/363588936

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
DRAMA

A MANNER 
OF LIVING
Colette's husband commits suicide, and she feels
terrible guilt for not having been at his side when
he died. Her daughter Gabrielle lives in an
emotional turmoil. Suffering from bulimia, she
has to work as an escort to feed her disorder,
and after abandoning college, leads a life without
purpose or meaning. Joseph is a master lecturer
on Dutch philosopher Spinoza at a university in
Belgium. He is invited to Montreal to participate
in a debate on Spinoza and his philosophy, but
his life is not as serene as it seems and his
marriage is rocky.These three bereaved
characters will collide, and their respective lives
will be changed forever.

A film by Micheline Lanctôt
Starring Laurent Lucas, Rose-Marie Perreault & Gabrielle Lazure 
Produced by André Gagnon
Quebec/France  |  2019  |  French  |  English subtitles |  98 min  
|  Cancon: YES

★★★ « A Manner of living is one of those works, 
though rare, which confront us with our own 
humanity.»
– LA PRESSE

Available

NOW

OUVERTURE DU  
FESTIVAL
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https://vimeo.com/363588936


• TRAGEDY
• REBELLION
• FEMINISM

• SOLIDARITY
• EXILE
• IMMIGRATION

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eo5os3XbZC4

DRAMA

ANTIGONE

By helping her brother escape from prison,
Antigone confronts the authorities: the
police, the judicial and penal system as well
as the father of her friend Haemon. The
brilliant teenage girl, on a spotless path so
far, feels the noose tighten on her. But to
man’s law, she substitutes her own sense of
justice, dictated by love and loyalty

A movie by Sophie Deraspe
Starring Nahéma Ricci, Paul Doucet and Antoine Desrochers 
Produced by ACPAV
Quebec  |  2019  |  French  | English subtitles | 109 min  |  
Cancon: YES

★★★ ½ « Philosophically compelling and 
emotionally devastating, Deraspe crafts a unique 
and contemporary cinematic experience that 
resonates deeply. »
– THE GLOBE AND MAIL

“Canada’s Oscar submission is an intelligent, 
moving reworking of Sophocles’ tragedy, 
electrified by a breakout turn from star Nahéma 
Ricci.”
– VARIETY

Available

NOW
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eo5os3XbZC4


• CORSICA
• RADICALISM
• VIOLENCE

• POLITICAL 
UNDERTAKING

• YOUTH

WATCH TRAILER 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIlj120UCXE

DRAMATIC
THRILLER

Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

A VIOLENT LIFE
Stéphane moves to Paris to flee his past. The 
death of a former comrade brings back memories 
of his transformation from a middle-class youth 
with conventional aspirations to a radicalized 
activist with dangerous ties. Stéphane returns to 
Corsica for his friend’s funeral, knowing that this 
trip could cost him his life.Set in the unique social 
and cultural climate of Corsica, and in the 
tradition of GOMORRA and THE GODFATHER, A 
VIOLENT LIFE is a chilling portrait of a young 
man’s violent rise and fall.

A film by Thierry Peretti
Featuring  Jean Michelangeli, Henri-Noël Tabary, Cédric 
Appietto and Marie-Pierre Nouveau
Produced by Les Films Velvet  
France | 2017 | French |English 
subtitles | 113 min

"A complex, intense and physical tale of crime and 
punishment." —Variety

"De Peretti certainly deserves credit for bringing so 
much local flavor to the table, capturing the 
essence of a place that, while technically part of 
France and only a 90-minute flight from Paris, often 
feels like a distant land."
—Hollywood Reporter

CANNES 2017
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIlj120UCXE


FAKE 
TATTOOS
Theo turns 18 alone, getting drunk on 
cheap beer and the adrenaline of a brutal 
punk rock show. This is where he meets 
Mag, a colorful and marginal girl who 
invites him to spend the night with her. 
From this chance encounter, an idyll with 
no etiquette was born, with the imminent 
departure of Théo, who was forced to leave 
Montreal to start afresh in a small town, far 
from a past full of guilt and remorse.

A film by Pascal Plante
Featuring  Anthony Therrien, Rose-Marie Perreault 
& Brigitte Poupart
Produced by Katerine Lefrançois
Quebec | 2017 | 87 min | French | English subtitles | 
Cancon : YES

• YOUNG LOVE
• PUNK
• GUILT

40
SELECTIONS
IN FESTIVALS

• MUSICIAN
• SOCIETY
• MELANCHOLY

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uw8DPc2f6S8

DRAMA
ROMANCE

Available

NOW

★★★ « A touchingly real romance between two 
young rock fans on the streets of Montreal that's 
as vibrant, sweet and brief as first love itself.»
– VARIETY

MEILLEUR FILM  
CANADIEN
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uw8DPc2f6S8


GABRIEL 
AND THE 
MOUNTAIN
Before entering a prestigious American 
university, Gabriel Buchmann decided to 
travel the world for one year, his backpack 
full of dreams. After ten months on the 
road, he arrived in Kenya determined to 
discover the African continent. Until he 
reached the top of Mount Mulanje, Malawi, 
his last destination.

• REAL-LIFE STORY
• JOURNEY
• SPIRITUALITY

• HUMANITY
• FREEDOM
• ADVENTURE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGn4yehXRsE

DRAMA
Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

A film by Fellipe Barbosa
Featuring João Pedro Zappa and Caroline Abras  
Brazil-France | 2017 | In English, Portuguese, Swahili, 
Chichewa and French | English subtitles |113 min |  

★★★ « Director Barbosa's love letter to his late 
friend is emotionally satisfying and cinematically 
splendid, with social commentary shoe-horned in 
for better or worse.»
– THE GLOBE AND MAIL

2 FOIS PRIMÉ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGn4yehXRsE


• COMMUNITY
• MOURNING
• SOCIETY

• FEAR OF THE OTHER
• TRAUMA
• RURALITY

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh5J6gXcs_k

PARANORMAL
DRAMA

Available

NOW

GHOST TOWN 
ANTHOLOGY
In Irénée-les-Neiges, a small isolated town 
with a population of 215, Simon dies in a car 
accident. Something descends slowly upon 
the area. Strangers start to appear. Who are 
they? What is happening?

A film by Denis Côté
Featuring Jean-Michel Anctil, Normand Carrière, Larissa 
Corriveau,  Josée Deschênes, Rémi Goulet, Rachel Graton and 
Diane Lavallée  
Produced by Couzin Films
Quebec | 2019 | French | English subtitles| 96 min | Cancon: YES

★★★★ « You might find ghost town Anthology 
scary, but you’ll also find a certain solace »
– THE NATIONAL POST

“The film has the virtue of being uniquely 
atmospheric, site-specific and compassionate, not 
to mention a subtle commentary on the casualties 
of urbanization.”
-NOW TORONTO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fh5J6gXcs_k


• DIFFERENCE
• INCLUSION
• OUTSIDERS

• BEAUTY -
OBSESSED 
SOCIETY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/291696534

DRAMA

HAPPY FACE
Montreal 1992 —Estranged from his cancer-
stricken mother, Stan, a quixotic 19-year-
old, dons a disguise and joins a therapy 
workshop for disfigured patients in a 
misguided attempt to reconnect with her.

Part autobiographical coming-of-age story, 
part Dungeons & Dragons fuelled fable, part 
antidote to the Tyranny of Beauty,
No makeup, no sfx, no filter.
This is HAPPY FACE

Directed by Alexandre Franchi
Written by Joelle Bourjolly and Alexandre Franchi.
Starring Robin L’Houmeau and Debbie Lynch-White
Produced by Stéphane Gérin-Lajoie
Canada  |  2019  | English language |  97 min | Cancon: YES

« Happy Face is a bold, extremely personal film 
which sets a new bar for inclusionary casting. 
Your move, Hollywood.» 
– BOSTON HASSLE

“ Highly recommended – go see it, but also tell 
everybody you know about it.” 
– CINETALK 

Available

NOW
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https://vimeo.com/291696534


• FAMILY
• FUGUE

• YOUTH
• RECONSTRUCTION

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJdO6aDMPCk

PSYCHOLOGICAL
DRAMA

Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

ISLA BLANCA
Mathilde, 24, returns home after 
disappearing eight years earlier without 
leaving an address. She reunites with her 
brother Émile who, because their father 
Pierre works late hours, takes care of their 
dying mother, Francoise. For Mathilde, 
despite the reproach of her younger 
brother, it’s an opportunity to mend fences 
with her mother, who made her life difficult 
years earlier when the girl was a teenager.

A movie by Jeanne Leblanc
Featuring Charlotte Aubin, Théodore Pellerin, Judith Baribeau 
and Luc Picard
Produced by Hany Ouichou
Produced by Les Films Velvet
Quebec | 2018 | French | English subtitles| 80 min | 
Cancon: YES

★★★½ "Filmmaker Jeanne Leblanc's first film is 
full of finesse and intimacy. »
– LE DEVOIR
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJdO6aDMPCk


• TRAUMA
• JOY
• WAR

• GRIEVING 
PROCESS

• POWER OF LOVE

WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/444234116

DRAMA
Available

NOW

LAUGHTER
As a civil war shakes the province of Quebec in
Canada, Valerie is the sole survivor of a mass
execution in which her boyfriend is killed. Years
later, she’s in a close relationship with her new
partner, Gabriel. At the Long Term Care Center
where she works as an orderly, she befriends
Jeanne, a well-read and funny woman, dealing
with an important physical handicap.

Mixing realism and disturbing strangeness,
Laughter presents a humane exploration of the
survivor’s syndrome, the grieving process, the
distance of time, the power of love, and the joy
of being alive.

A movie by Martin Laroche
Starring Léane Labrèche-Dor, Micheline Lanctôt,  
Alexandre Landry, Sylvie Drapeau & Normand Daoust  
Produced by La Boîte à Fanny
Quebec | 2020 | French | English subtitles | 124 min | 
Cancon : YES
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"Martin Laroche has a knack for plunging the 
viewer into complex, mysterious subjects (...) 
knowing how to stand out from the ordinary in 
Quebec cinema."
- FILMS DU QUÉBEC

https://vimeo.com/444234116


• TEENAGERS
• FAMILY
• TERRITORY

• COMMUNITY
• SOCIETY
• RURAL

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/314600393

DRAMA

MAD DOG 
LABINE
Set in the rural Pontiac region of western 
Quebec, the film stars Ève-Marie Martin as 
Lindsay Labine, a young girl who is feeling 
alienated because her father would not take 
her hunting with her older brothers; hanging 
out with her friend Justine (Zoé Audet), the 
girls’ lives may be transformed when they 
unexpectedly find an abandoned winning 
lottery ticket

A movie by Jonathan Beaulieu-Cyr and Renaud Lessard
Starring Ève-Marie Martin and Zoé Audet 
Produced by Rococoeur
Quebec | 2019 | French language | English subtitles | 85 min | 
Cancon: yes

★★★½ « Both moving, crazy and 
hilarious, flirts a lot with the drama while 
pushing a few spikes of subtle and caustic 
humour. »
– LA PRESSE

Available

NOW
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https://vimeo.com/314600393


• SWIMMING
• INNER QUEST
• OLYMPIC GAMES

• TOKYO
• TRANSITION
• SACRIFICES

WATCH THE TRAILER : 
https://vimeo.com/442718154

DRAMA
Available 

NOW

NADIA,
BUTTERFLY
Nadia, 22, swims for Canada at the Olympic
Games. The ultimate realization of her life of
sacrifice. However, she’ll retire after the
Games to get a “real” life going. After her very
last race, Nadia drifts confusingly into nights
of excess punctuated by episodes of self-
doubt. But even this momentary numbness
cannot conceal her fears and her true inner
quest: defining her identity outside the world
of elite sports.

A film by Pascal Plante 
Featuring Katerine Savard, Ariane Mainville, Hilary, 
Caldwell and Pierre-Yves Cardinal
Produced by Némésis Films Canada
Quebec| 2020 | French | English subtitles | 106 min | Cancon: YES

“Such an intriguing addition to the sports movie
canon” - SCREEN DAILY

“(The film) resolves as a deeply felt (almost
anthropological) look at a rare butterfly in search
of the second chrysalis she needs to spread her
wings and become herself all over again.”
- INDIEWIRE
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https://vimeo.com/442718154


• COMMUNITY
• SCANDAL
• YOUTH

• FAMILY
• SOCIETY
• APPEARANCE

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/444334717

SOCIAL 
THRILLER

Available 

NOW

OUR OWN
When faced with life’s challenges, Ste-Adeline’s
community has always stuck together. But this
time, a scandal sends shockwaves through the
quiet little town’s very foundation, testing its
inhabitants. At the center of the storm is
Magalie, a teenager with a girlish pout; Manuel,
the foster child of the beloved mayor; and
Isabelle and Chantale, the powerless yet
protective mothers. In Ste-Adeline, appearances
are deceptive. And the town’s carefully
maintained social veneer will come to crack,
slowly revealing the true nature of its residents.

A film by Jeanne Leblanc
Starring Émilie Bierre, Marianne Farley, Judith
Baribeau and Paul Doucet
Produced by SLYKID & SKYKID, CANADA
Quebec | 2020 | French | English subtitles| 103 min |
Cancon: YES
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★★★ " Until the end, Our Own  combines 
realism and acuity. " - LE DEVOIR 

*** ½ "With Our Own, Jeanne Leblanc has just 
joined the forefront of Quebec women directors 
who deliver striking films." 
- LE SOLEIL

https://vimeo.com/444334717


• DANCE
• ROMANCE
• DESIRE

• DOMESTIC LIFE
• POETRY
• CREATION

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3qsUqIbUDg&t=49s

DRAMA
Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

PENDULAR
A young couple settles down in a large
abandoned industrial warehouse. An
orange strip, glued to the floor, partitions
the area in two equal portions: to the
right, his sculpture studio; to the left, her
dance studio. Pendular takes place in this
setting, where art, performances and
intimacy mingle together; and where the
characters slowly lose their capacity of
distinguishing between their artistic
projects, their past and their romantic
relationship.

A film by Julia Murat
Featuring Raquel Karro, Rodrigo Bolzan, Neto Machado,
Marcio Vito, Felipe Rocha, Renato Linhares, Larissa Siquiera,  
Carlos Eduardo Santos and Valeria Berret
Brazil, Argentina, France, Germany | 2017 | Portuguese | 
English subtitles| 108 min

“ An exacting and poignant portrait of two artists 
in love and at work.”
– THE NEW YORK TIMES
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3qsUqIbUDg&t=49s


• FAMILY
• FATHERHOOD
• PORTRAIT

• MARRIAGE ENDING
• LOVE
• SOCIETY

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFtZO0oQ07o

PSYCHOLOGICAL
DRAMA

Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

REAL LOVE
Mario, a man without much ambition, except for
love, is back to square one after his wife left
home. He now must raise on his own his two
daughters going through their teenage years and
through some sort of a teenage crisis of his own.
Frida, 14 years old, blames her father for their
mother’s absence and she develops ambivalent
feelings towards her new girlfriend. Niki, 17
years old, will soon leave home. Until then, she
lives the good life. Mario can’t help but lose the
women he loves. Yet they must all agree to let
one another go. Can accepting to lose someone
eventually lead to finding oneself?

A film by Claire Burger
Featuring Bouli Lanners, Justine Lacroix, Sarah 
Henochsberg  
Produced by Dharamsala – Scope Pictures
France-Belgium | 2018 | French |English subtitles | 98 min

« A note-perfect story of a fractured family 
learning to mend »
– VARIETY

MEILLEURE  
RÉALISATION
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFtZO0oQ07o


• SPIRITUALITY
• PHILOSOPHY
• RELIGION

• EXPERIENCE
• UNIVERSAL THEMES
• HUMANITY

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwDdthC0XVM&feature

=emb_logo

EXPERIMENTAL 
CINEMA

Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

THE SEVEN 
LAST WORDS
The Seven Last Words sounds out experiential 
states and rituals particular to humanity, based 
on the seven themes expressed in a musical 
composition: forgiveness, salvation, relationship, 
abandonment, distress, triumph, and reunion. 
Seven award-winning Canadian filmmakers of 
diverse origins and art practices explore a wealth 
of human experience and feeling, based on the 
seven phrases at the origin of Franz Joseph 
Haydn’s classical masterpiece.
A film by Juan Andrés Arango, Sophie Deraspe,  
Sophie Goyette, Karl Lemieux, Ariane Lorrain,  
Caroline Monnet and Kaveh Nabatian
Produced by Microclimat Film
Quebec | 2019 | musical film| English and French subtitles| 
97 min |  Cancon: YES

★★★ "It's alternately moving, mysterious, 
confusing, hallucinating…”
LE DEVOIR
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwDdthC0XVM&feature=emb_logo


• CHILDHOOD
• BULLYING
• SELF ESTIME

• FAMILY
• LOYALTY
• SIBLINGS

DRAMAAVAILABLE 

NOW

PLAYGROUND
When Nora starts school, she is divided
between helping her bullied brother and
fitting into the new community. Divided
between her father who urges her to react
and her brother who asks her to keep silent,
Nora is caught in a conflict of loyalties. The
fear of disappearing becomes her driving
force to act and the need for recognition
overcomes her commitment. At first in
solidarity with her brother, Nora comes to
betray him in an attempt to safeguard her
own link to the rest of the community.

A film by Laura Wandel
Written by Laura Wandel
Avec Maya Vanderbeque, Gunter Duret, Elsa 
Laforge
Production : Dragons films
France | 2022 | VF | 

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/704213262
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• RADICALISATION
• TEEN
• COMING OF AGE

• SCHOOL
• IDEOLOGY
• SOCIAL ISSUES

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTlhjBUikVw

DRAMA
Available

NOW

YOUNG AHMED
A Belgian teenager hatches a plot to kill his 
teacher after embracing an extremist 
interpretation of the Quran.

A film by  Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne
Featuring Idir Ben Addi, Olivier Bonnaud, Myriem Akheddiou  
Produced by Archipel 33 / Archipel 35
Belgium-France | 2019 | French| English subtitles | 90 min

“Dardenne Brothers Deliver a Suspenseful 
Terrorist Coming-of-Age Tale”

– INDIEWIRE

“This is a powerful movie on a contemporary 
issue”
– THE GUARDIAN

MEILLEUR MISE  
EN SCÈNE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTlhjBUikVw


COMEDIES



FAMILY  
GENERATIONS  
GRANDMA

ELDERLY  
CHARACTER  
HUMOR

Available

NOW

THE 12 TASKS OF  
IMELDA

A film by Martin Villeneuve
With Robert Lepage, Ginette Reno, Michel Barrette
Production : Martin Villeneuve and Benoit Beaulieu
Quebec | French | English subtitles | 92 min

9

COMEDY

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/814743285

Imelda, a larger-than-life character
inspired by the director’s own
grandmother, is a notary’s widow who
lives in Gentilly, where she exercises a
certain control over her family. With her
landmark 100th birthday fast approaching,
she’s restless, with old scores still to settle
before any celebrations can begin.
Structured as 12 ‘chapters’ chronicling her
late years, Imelda faces a bucket-list of
challenges exploring the ties that bind a
family together. When that last Exit door
must finally be walked through, will Imelda
ever be able to leave in peace?



HUMOR  
CRIMINALITY  
SCAMMING

FAMILY  
ROMANCE  
ACTION

Available
NOW

THE INNOCENT
When Abel learns that his mother Sylvie,
in her sixties, is about to get married to a
man in prison, he panics. Supported by
Clémence, his best friend, he does
everything he can to protect her.
But the meeting with Michel, his new
stepfather, could offer Abel new
perspectives...

A film by Louis Garrel
With Roschdy Zem, Anouk Grindberg, Noémie Merlant  
Production: Anne-Dominique Toussaint, Les films des  
Tourelles
France | 2022 | French | English subtitles | 99 min

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/797885542

COMEDY

12



• IMMIGRATION
• INTEGRATION
• TOUCHING

• FAMILY
• LOVE
• CANADA

COMEDY
AVAILABLE

NOW

PEACE BY 
CHOCOLATE
Based on the internationally recognized true story.
After the bombing of his father’s chocolate factory, a 
charming young Syrian refugee struggles to settle into 
his new Canadian small-town life, caught between 
following his dream to become a doctor and preserving 
his family’s chocolate-making legacy. Based on the 
internationally recognized true story.

A film by Jonathan Keijser, écrit par Jonathan 
Keijser et Abdul Malik
With Hatem Ali, Ayham Abou Ammar, Yara 
Sabri, Kathryn Kirkpatrick,  Mark Camacho
Production : Vortex
Canada | 2022 | VA | Cancon : OUI
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WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/695868289

https://vimeo.com/695868289


• ADAPTION 
• MISOGYNY
• RELATIONSHIPS

• DOMINATION
• LOVE
• FEMINISM

COMEDY
Available

NOW

BABYSITTER
Chokri’s second feature after A Brother’s Love, which
opened Cannes Un Certain Regard in 2019 and shared the
jury’s Coup de Coeur prize with The Climb.

Patrick Hivon, who also co-starred in A Brother’s Love,
plays a man who loses his job after a sexist joke he makes
goes viral on social media. He subsequently signs up for
therapy to overcome his sexism and underlying misogyny.

Chokri plays his long-suffering partner, who finds herself
exasperated by his narcissistic introspection and dreams of
fresh horizons and adventures. The arrival of a mysterious
and liberated babysitter in her 20s, played by rising French
actress Nadia Tereszkiewicz, brings a fresh and unsettling
perspective to the situation.

A movie by Monia Chokri 
Adaptation by Monia Chokri and Catherine Léger
Starring Monia Chokri, Patrick Hivon, Steve Laplante, 
Hubert Proulx and Nadia Tereszkiewicz 
Produced by Amérique Film and Phase 4 Productions
Québec | 2021 | French | Cancon : YES

WATCH TRAILER 
https://vimeo.com/816249094
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• LOVE STORY
• TRIBUTE
• CÉLINE DION

• MUSIC
• COMEDY
• QUEBEC

ROMANTIC 
DRAMA / BIOPIC

AVAILABLE
NOW

ALINE
Quebec, late 1960s, Sylvette and Anglomard
welcome their 14th child: Aline. In the Dieu
family, music reigns supreme and when Aline
grows up we discover a gift to her, she has a
golden voice. When he hears that voice, music
producer Guy-Claude has just one thing in
mind - to make Aline the greatest singer in
the world. Supported by her family and
guided by the experience and then the
budding love of Guy-Claude, they will together
write the pages of an extraordinary destiny.

A film by Valérie Lemercier
Starring Valérie Lemercier, Sylvain Marcel, 
Danielle Fichaud, Roc Lafortune and Antoine 
Vézina
Produced by Rectangle Productions and  
Caramel Films.
France-Quebec|  2020 | French | English subtitles | 
123 min | Cancon : YES
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WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/461617496

https://vimeo.com/461617496


• HUMOUR
• PREGNANCY
• ROMANTICISM

• COUPLE’S CRISIS
• SATIRE

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaon9eJ_-LM

COMEDY
Available 
NOW

ENORMOUS
Claire is a world-renowned prodigy pianist. She
travels the world, assisted and pampered by
Frédéric her husband-agent-coach-PA. They are
in perfect harmony: they don't want children.
However, after witnessing a surprise childbirth
during a Paris-New York flight, an unexpected
desire for parenthood arises in Frédéric. He
tampers with Claire's pill, who soon wakes up to
her worst nightmare, enormous!

Directed by  Sophie Letourneur
Starring Marina Fois and Jonathan Cohen
Produced by Avenue B Productions & Vito Films
France | 2020 | French | English subtitles | 1h41 | 
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« A funny and touching film, carried by a duo of
great actors. »
– CINÉVERSE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaon9eJ_-LM


• FRIENDSHIP
• ADVENTURES
• GIRL GANG

• HUMOR
• SURVIVAL
• FUN

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA8W6i23PBE

COMEDY
Available

NOW
(VOD ONLY)

GOING TO 
BRAZIL
Four childhood friends reunite for a 
wedding in Rio, only to find themselves 
on the run through the Brazilian 
countryside after accidentally killing 
someone at a drug-fueled party.

A film by Patrick Mille
Featuring Margot Bancilhon, Vanessa Guide, Patrick 
Mille,  Philippine Stindel and Alison Wheeler
France-Brazil | 2017 | French | English subtitles | 
95 min

« "Spring Breakers" meets "The Hangover" as 
four Frenchwomen party to the point of criminal 
peril in Rio.»
– VARIETY
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA8W6i23PBE


• JOURNEY
• FABLE
• PALESTINE

• EXILE
• SATIRE
• POETIC

WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNKU9X_rawI

COMEDY
Available 

NOW

IT MUST BE 
HEAVEN
Elia Suleiman escapes from Palestine seeking 
an alternative homeland, only to find that 
Palestine is trailing behind him. The promise of 
a new life turns into a comedy of errors: 
however far he travels, from Paris to New York, 
something always reminds him of home. From 
award-winning director Elia Suleiman, a comic 
saga exploring identity, nationality and 
belonging, in which Suleiman asks the 
fundamental question: where is the place we 
can truly call home?
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Director-screenwriter: Elia Suleiman
Cast: Elia Suleiman, Tarik Kopti, George Khleifi, Nael Kanj, 
Gregoire Colin, Vincent Maraval, Stephen McHattie
Production companies: Rectangle Productions, Nazira Films, 
Pallas Film, Possibles Media, Zeyno Film in association with 
Doha Film Institute
Canada-France-Palestine | 2020 | Multiple languages | 
English & French subtitles | 97 min | Cancon: YES

“Suleiman’s funniest and most accessible movie 
to date,”
- CINEUROPA

OSCARS
2020
REPRÉSENTANT  

DE LA PALESTINE

mention spéciale du jury

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNKU9X_rawI


• AFRICA
• FAMILY
• MISSION

• ADVENTURES
• HUMOR
• ENVIRONMENT

COMEDY
AVAILABLE

NOW

THE CRUSADE
Abel, Marianne and their 13-year-old son Joseph
live in Paris. Their daily life is disrupted when Abel
and Marianne discover that Joseph has been
secretly selling valuable objects to finance a
mysterious ecological project he and his friends
have in Africa...

A film by Louis Garrel
Co-written by Louis Garrel and Jean-Claude Carrière
With Louis Garrel, Laetitia Casta, Joseph Engel
Production : Wildbunch
France | 2022 | VOSTA 
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WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vfXqCJXcm4

https://www.allocine.fr/personne/fichepersonne_gen_cpersonne=11738.html
https://www.allocine.fr/personne/fichepersonne_gen_cpersonne=35293.html
https://www.allocine.fr/personne/fichepersonne_gen_cpersonne=850736.html


• TEENAGER
• COMING OF 

AGE STORY

• DIFFERENCE
• HIGH SCHOOL
• GROWING UP

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/348061796

COMEDY 
DRAMA

JEUNE 
JULIETTE
Juliette is in her second year of high school 
and she has to handle the mockeries of 
other students. Complexed by her 
overweight, the young girl enters teenage 
years full of twists and turns.

Written and directed by Anne Émond
Starring Alexane Jamieson, Robin Aubert, Léane Désilets and 
Antoine Desrochers 
Produced by Sylvain Corbeil, Metafilm
Quebec  |  2019  |  French | English subtitles | 98 min |  
Cancon: YES

★★★★ « Jeune Juliette : unexpected and 
remarkable! »
– LA PRESSE

“A winsome and cynicism-free teen comedy”
– CULT#MTL

Available

NOW
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https://vimeo.com/348061796


• ADVENTURE
• FUNNY

• FARCE
• ABSURDITY

COMEDY
Available 

NOW

WELCOME TO
THE JUNGLE

French Guyana, not so long ago. Eliott, a young and
naive anthropology researcher, goes on an expedition to
study the Otopis, a mysterious tribe from the Amazon
rainforest. It is also an opportunity for him to get away
from the grip of his possessive mother, Chantal de
Bellabre, an ethnologist hated by the profession for her
biased and cold-hearted practices. Arriving in the forest
Elliot realizes the Otopis are not the “good savages” he
had imagined. Alcoholic, violent, crooked: they will turn
his expedition into real hell in the jungle. Fortunately,
Chantal, consumed by remorse and worried about her
son, decides to abandon her own expedition and goes
looking for him in the jungle, with the help of the not so
helpful Lieutenant-Commander Raspailles and his men.

A film by Hugo Benamozig and David Caviglioli
Starring Catherine Deneuve, Vincent Dedienne, Alice Belaïdi
Produced by 22h22, Apollo Films, WY productions and Les 
Films du Cru
France|  2020 | French | English subtitles |  1H31
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WATCH TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n6kkNxR

aY8

“Given carte blanche, the actors deliver performances of 
very distinct humorous tones, which further heightens the 
intentional disparate chaos of this funny film” -
CINEUROPA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n6kkNxRaY8


• HISTORY 
• AMBITION
• FAUX BIOPIC

• POLITICAL
• MYTHOLOGY
• EXPERIENCE

WATCH TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/358401897

HISTORICAL 
COMEDY

Available 

NOW

THE TWENTIETH 
CENTURY
On the dawn of the 20th century, a young
William Lyon Mackenzie King negotiates the
obstacles on his path on the way to becoming
prime minister of his beloved Canada. Then
there’s the private life of the statesman,
dominated by a rabid cross-dressing mother and
torn romantically between a kind Quebec nurse
and a female British soldier with heroic
ambitions. Not to mention some quirky little
fetishes… After his acclaimed Mynarski Death
Spiral (2014) and The Tesla World Light Project
(2017), Montrealer Matthew Rankin concocts a
first feature where warped patriotism is cloaked
in irresistible dialogue and visuals.

A movie by Matthew Rankin
Starring Catherine Saint-Laurent, Dan Beirne & Sarianne Cormier  
Produced by Voyelles Films
Canada | 2019 | English | 90 min | Cancon: YES

« A bizarrely beautiful biopic of William Lyon 
Mackenzie King that you’ll never forget. »
– THE GLOBE AND MAIL
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https://vimeo.com/358401897

